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The ubiquity with which the 
Rothschilds appear in antise-
mitic conspiracy theories can 
make it hard to see them as 
people. Scions of the banking 
dynasty Mayer Amschel Roth-
schild founded in the late 18th 
century pop up at pivotal 
points in recent history: Li-
onel Rothschild’s long battle 
to become the � rst Jewish MP 
in 1858; Walter Rothschild’s 
work in securing the Balfour 
declaration in 1917; Victor 
Rothschild’s role in British in-
telligence during the Second 
World War, and so on.

As Natalie Livingstone 
points out in her very read-
able new book, histories of the 
dynasty have tended to skip 
over the women. Adding them 
to the story doesn’t just � ll it 
out; it also tells us much more 
about how the family worked, 
and what it was—and is—like to 
be a Rothschild.

Their pivotal role started 
with the matriarch Gutle Roth-
schild, Mayer Amschel’s wife, 
who ensured the business was 
e�  ciently run in the early days. 
Nineteenth-century Roths-
child women were crucial in 
the networking that ensured 
the British Rothschilds took 

The hero of Claire Keegan’s 
new novella Small Things Like 
These is a coal merchant in a 
rural Irish town. Bill Furlong 
is kind, proud of his family 
and hard working. But he is 
prone to wondering whether 
his life is too narrow: is there 
anything else that matters 
other than his wife and chil-
dren? What might it have  
been like had he married 
someone else?

mask o�  bourgeois respectabil-
ity. Even the very notion of be-
ing an artist was anathema to 
him. He fashioned himself in-
stead as a “man of thought” 
who merely communicated his 
ideas in paint.

As much as Magritte’s work 
was revolutionary, it was also 
singular; in time he fell out 
spectacularly with the Parisi-
an surrealists and Belgian 
communists alike. But being 
unclubbable did not mean 
that he was without friends, 
who remained fundamental 
to his creative process.

His letters to la bande à 
Magritte, his forever-shifting 
“gang,” number in the thou-
sands. Some, like the poet Paul 
Nougé, provided him with sce-
narios to paint as well as titles 
for his works; others, like ELT 
Mesens and Claude Spaak, 
gave him � nancial backing 
and tirelessly vouched for his 
work. In many ways, Danc-
hev’s biography is less about 
Magritte than the atmosphere 
of his times, an exciting mo-
ment in art history cut short by 
the onset of world war.

Danchev passed away sud-
denly in 2016, leaving his draft 
of Magritte: A Life with three 
question marks at the end. Art 
historian Sarah Whit� eld’s 
concluding chapter may lack 
his narrative  ̈ air, but none-
theless brings to a satisfying 
close an engaging account of 
one of art’s most paradoxical 
� gures: a surrealist who was of-
ten not considered a surreal-
ist, an artist who was not an 
artist who painted a pipe that 
was not a pipe.
David McAllister

Small Things Like These is a 
tightly controlled story, deal-
ing with the run up to Christ-
mas amid the bitter winter of 
1985. As Furlong carries out 
his � nal yuletide duties, he 
stumbles across an ailing 
young woman locked in a coal 
shed near the convent on the 
outskirts of town. She asks 
him to help � nd her baby. 

And here is the tinder for 
the protagonist’s dilemma. 
Does Furlong heed his wife’s 
earlier advice—that to exist 
happily there are things we 
must ignore? Or ought he seek 
greater meaning outside his 
little, but good, life? 

It is hard not to feel sorry 
for Keegan’s biggest fans: this 
is her � rst work in over a dec-
ade and, like her last book, Fos-
ter, it ̈  irts with the boundary 
between short story and nov-
el. But what she sacri� ces in 
productivity she easily makes 
up  for in quality.

Small Things Like These situ-
ates us in the daily melancholy 
of a dark December. Descrip-
tions often evoke the final 
lines of Joyce’s “The Dead”: 
“snow was general all over Ire-
land.” Keegan’s prose is not 
sparse, but it is exact. When 
she tells us it was a winter “of 
crows” we know exactly what 
she means. 

And the tension comes in 
Furlong’s psychological quan-
dary. Small things make him 
happy: making Christmas 
cake, helping his daughters 
write letters to Father Christ-
mas. But is there any point if 
he cannot look beyond his 
neatly ordered existence?
Finn McRedmond 

their place in the aristocracy.
Being a Rothschild could be 

hard. In the 18th and 19th cen-
tury, marriages were often ar-
ranged with cousins. But by the 
20th, the family had expanded 
to the point where its members 
had the freedom to choose 
their own loves.

The remarkable life of Mir-
iam Rothschild dominates the 
last section. A zoologist who 
worked at Bletchley Park in 
the war and contributed to the 
Wolfenden report that led to 
the decriminalisation of ho-
mosexuality, she died in 2005. 
She was her own person and as 
far from an antisemitic stereo-
type as could be imagined.
Keith Kahn-Harris 

Small Things 
Like These 
by Claire Keegan 
(Faber, £10)

The Women 
of Rothschild
by Natalie Livingstone 
( John Murray, £25)
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